For finite energy 7-band continuous signal f ( t ) , t E R, i.e., f E L 2 ( R ) and suppf(w) = [-7,-y] 
f E L 2 ( R ) and suppf(w) = [-7,- 
for f E Vo. (2) k However the sampling is not always at the same step, or say irregular sampling, then how to deal with it? Paley-Wiener's $-Theorem (see Young [7] ) said that, if supk 16kl < and 6 k = subspaces without the symmetricity requirement for sampling but lead to an I'-bound on {6k}k, in fact they still can not estimate the above described 6,.
In this paper, we provide the reconstruction formulae and establish the algorithm to estimate the deviation bound for irregularly sampled signals in orthogonal and biorthogonal wavelet subspaces respectively after introducing the function class L:[a, b], that does not require the symmetricity constraints 6k = -6-k of Paley-Wiener's for sampling, but also relaxes its deviation bound in some wavelet subspaces.
Then we obtain an irregular sampling theorem and an algorithm for general wavelet subspaces deduced from biorthogonal case. Furthermore the theorems and algorithms are modified to a more useful case by using Zak transform Z,(a,w) (see Janssen [3] ). Summarily, we obtain the following main theorem by using the Hilbert reproducing kernel q,(s,t) = where G V ( w ) = xk I+(w + 2k7r)I2.
When the sampling step is not T = 1, or say T = 2-", the above theorem can be modified to V, by using the Hilbert reproducing kernel qLm"(s,t) = 2m Ck p(2"s -k)cp(2"t -IC).
At the end, we also calculate some famous wavelet subspaces such as B-Spline of order 2, Daubechies' and Meyer's as examples and indicate that 6, can be bigger than 2 of Paley-Wiener's for sampling in some wavelet subspaces.
